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Dedicated and highly motivated professional seeking a position that will utilize skills 
with an organization that offers opportunities for growth. Effective leadership and 
communication skills with the ability to work with others toward a team goal. Self-
starter and goal-oriented strategist whose confidence, perseverance and vision 
promote success. Quick learner and dependable with a strong work ethic and eager 
for an opportunity to learn new skills.

EXPERIENCE

Sr. Salon Coordinator
ABC Corporation - 2002 – 2003

 Greeted clients upon arrival and provided excellent customer service.
 Assisted management team with maintaining an organized salon and 

re-stocking inventory.
 Updated and maintained customer information records such as 

beauty services provided.
 Provided administrative assistance by booking/re-booking 

appointments for clients by phone and in person.
 Processed cash, check and credit card transactions and provided 

receipts to clients.
 Made sure clients were comfortable as they waited for their 

appointments by providing beverages.
 Maintained the receptionist area by keeping it clean and organized.

SALON COORDINATOR 
ABC Corporation - 1998 – 2002

 Provide a level of excellence in client service through direct 
interaction and communication.

 Schedule salon services with clients.
 Maintain salon cleanness.
 Open salon and make sure its ready for the day.
 Have salon stocked and order supplies as needed.
 Assist owner with various tasks.
 Take payments and balance register..

EDUCATION

 Bachelor of Arts in Theatre - (Hastings College - Hastings, NE)
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SKILLS

Reliable, Organized, self-disciplined, dependable, and motivated. Exceptional 
attention to detail. Multitasking, initiative and problem solving abilities. Proficiency in
Ms word, excel, power point, outlook and exceptional communication skills., Excel.
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